The world is experiencing a new industrial revolution characterized by intelligent manufacturing. Cyber-physical production systems (CPPSs) have become a research focus due to their proposed use as a solution to the development of flexible and reactive systems. The application of current centralized scheduling methods is difficult because of the enhanced precision control mode of a CPPS. Therefore, this paper focuses on distributed optimal scheduling based on multi-agent systems. First, the goals and constraints of the system are set, a two-layer decision model and the required indicators are designed to ensure the overall optimization effect, and the roles and functions of different agents are then set. Second, the dynamic decision cycle and the multistage negotiation mechanism based on the contract net protocol are studied to ensure the quality of negotiation. A rescheduling algorithm is designed to guarantee adaptability in the case of disturbance in the system. Finally, the applicability and superiority of the strategies are demonstrated via experiments and case studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, the goods market has evolved and begun to trend toward highly customized products and shorter production lifecycles [1] . The manufacturing industry and related enterprises are focusing on agile, networked, serviceoriented, green, and social manufacturing practices, among others [2] . Moreover, the Information Technology (IT) revolution has introduced many practical IT applications into manufacturing systems [3] . Many advanced manufacturing paradigms have been proposed since the 1960s, such as flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) [4] , reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMSs) [5] , agile manufacturing (AM) [6] and cloud manufacturing (CM) [7] . A recent paradigm is called ''the fourth industrial revolution'' (Industry 4.0) [8] , [9] , in which the manufacturing system is transformed from a traditional centralized and hierarchical control mode into a decentralized and enhanced control mode. Industry 4.0 is systematically combined with cyber-physical systems (CPS) [10] and advanced manufacturing technology to form a CPS-enabled decentralized enhanced manufacturing mode: a cyber-physical production system (CPPS) [11] - [13] .
A CPPS is a production system that uses CPS-related technology, including devices embedded in different pieces of equipment, to form a concurrent network via continuous calculations and communication and to increase industrial production system flexibility and adaptability in the case of a complicated production environment and changeable demand, thereby improving the personalized and high-efficiency nature of modern industrial manufacturing [14] , [15] . When faced with a large amount of concurrent information and distributed heterogeneous device resources, the traditional centralized control mode cannot respond quickly enough to a large-scale system because of the lack of agility and dynamic behavior, which are necessary to address complex and changeable system environments. In contrast, a decentralized control mode can better satisfy the system requirements of a CPPS because of its advantages, such as adaptability, reconfigurability, fast responsiveness and robustness. Furthermore, the decentralized control mode will become the basic control mode of CPPSs. In this mode, different manufacturing units are in an inherently disordered state. The methods used to set up the system operation strategy, address the synergistic relationship between different units and schedule different resources with different tasks and objectives will directly affect the quality and efficiency of tasks in the production system. Therefore, it is of great theoretical and practical significance to conduct research on the distributed optimal scheduling of CPPSs.
In CPPSs, optimal scheduling refers to the CPS-enabled agents' ability to perceive and obtain data in the hybrid environment. These agents combine their own operating statuses; analyze, integrate and unearth relevant data; and provide a basis for the development of a scheduling strategy [16] . To provide the basis for the development of scheduling strategies, the physical device synergistically relies on the autonomy of distributed nodes, and optimal scheduling autonomously coordinates the physical process using calculations, mutual influence and a real-time feedback cycle of the physical process. The similarities and differences between traditional optimal scheduling and CPPS-based optimal scheduling are summarized in Table 1 .
Therefore, to study CPPS optimal scheduling problems, the organizational structure of the system should be built first. Accordingly, to ensure that the system can run autonomously, the negotiation mechanism between intelligent devices should be established, and to ensure that operations are optimal, the operating indicators and scheduling algorithm of the system must be obtained during the device negotiation process. Therefore, three subjects discussed in the literature are relevant to this research: CPPS architectures, negotiation mechanisms and scheduling strategies.
A. CPPS ARCHITECTURE
The research on CPPS organizational architecture often involves the keywords multi-agent system (MAS), holonic manufacturing system (HMS), holonic multi-agent system (HMAS), ''service-oriented architecture'' (SoA), etc. Van Brussel et al. [17] provided a holonic reference architecture for manufacturing systems called PROSA, which includes three types of basic holons: order holons, product holons, and resource holons. Only the order holons exhibit autonomy and can adequately fulfill the function requirements of concentrated manufacturing; however, they cannot handle the effects of uncertain interference on production. To address the above deficiencies, Leitão and Restivo [18] presented an agile and adaptive holonic manufacturing control architecture that addresses the need for a fast reaction to disturbances at the shop-floor level by increasing the agility and flexibility of the enterprise in volatile environments. Inspired by PROSA, Pujo et al. [19] presented a holonic and isoarchic approach to FMS control called PROSIS. Leitão et al. [20] , [16] presented an industrial intelligent CPS architecture scheme based on holons and MASs combined with SoA and cloud techniques and studied the MAS-based service strategy. In summary, CPPSs in devices can be abstracted into agents with a certain intelligence, which are divided into acquisition devices, data processing devices and specific processing devices according to their different functions. Each processing device has a certain degree of consultation and independent processing capacity and maintains the normal operations of the system by the effective extraction and use of data. Therefore, inspired by the above literature, we adapted the MAS-based architecture.
B. NEGOTIATION MECHANISM
Regarding the negotiation mechanism, the contract net model is a widely used control structure when studying the distributed system task assignment problem, and its continuous development and improvement means that the contract net protocol is now a relatively mature negotiation mechanism in coordination technology. The contract net protocol, which was presented by Davis and Smith [21] in 1983, imitates economic activities in the tender-bid-win mechanism and divides the members' roles in the system into managers and contractors. The task allocation based on the contract network mainly includes four stages: tendering, bidding, winning and contracting. Amrita and Tripathi [22] used the contract net protocol for the workshop production scheduling problem and achieved a dynamic task allocation process using the quotations and decisions from different devices. Zhang et al. [23] combined the mental model and contract net protocol mechanism to solve the problem of task allocation in the background of networked manufacturing, and the assignment process was able to reflect the subjective intention of the candidate. The contract net protocol mechanism presents a number of advantages for MAS-based task allocation coordination. However, this mechanism must set the specific value calculation method and negotiation process according to the characteristics of the problem. The traditional contract net protocol exhibits high traffic and uncertainty, ignores the dependencies between tasks and other issues and must adopt certain measures in the design process.
C. SCHEDULING STRATEGY
Regarding the scheduling strategy, Kumar and Sridharan [24] presented the salient aspects of developing simulation-based metamodels for scheduling a typical FMS operating in a toolsharing environment. Wang et al. [25] fully considered the distributed heterogeneous features of a CPS system in relation to the problem of static task scheduling in a heterogeneous parallel computing environment by decomposing the user request into several tasks for processing and setting rules to optimize the assignment of tasks. This study focuses on the scheduling of known static tasks. For dynamic and variable CPPSs, the scheduling algorithm is used in a small range. However, the applicability of the algorithm to uncertain environments must be improved. Zhong et al. [26] presented a two-level advanced production planning and scheduling model for RFID-enabled ubiquitous manufacturing. Barenji et al. [27] introduced a multi-agent-based dynamic scheduling system for manufacturing flow lines (MFLs) using the Prometheus methodology (PM) that considers dynamic customer demands and internal disturbances. Liu et al. [28] proposed a dynamic optimal method based on a self-adaptive dynamic optimal model library for IoT-enabled intelligent assembly systems. In summary, the current research on the optimal scheduling of CPPSs does not meet the practical application requirements. First, a large amount of concurrent data are contained in a CPPS, and a method that can effectively extract and apply data in heterogeneous environments must be developed. Additionally, a CPPS primarily operates in a random environment. However, the current research is mostly focused on small and static tasks. For more complex environments, the scheduling method must be able to effectively coordinate different systems and complete tasks more effectively while avoiding conflict.
Therefore, this paper will investigate methods of conducting task scheduling research in a CPPS based on MASs and contract net theory. This paper focuses on the following aims: 1) Determining the optimal goals and constraints for system operation; 2) Defining the division and organization of the agent in the system, such as the roles and content of the work performed by different agents in the system, and determining how the agents form the organization to support the operation of the manufacturing system; 3) Designing the negotiation mechanism between agents so that scheduling decisions and tasks can be implemented; 4) Designing indicators and scheduling algorithms to run the system as theoretical support for the negotiation process. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the system objective and constraint model. Section 3 introduces the definition of the proposed two-layer decision paradigm based on a dynamic decision center and its mechanisms. Section 4 provides the decision-making process of a multistage contract network based on a dynamic cycle. Section 5 presents and discusses the results of the empirical experiments. Finally, section 6 provides the conclusions and suggestions for further research.
II. SYSTEM OBJECTIVE AND CONSTRAINT MODELING
To design a task scheduling strategy in a CPPS, the optimized objective and constraints of the system operation must be determined.
The objectives in this paper include maximizing the quality of processing and minimizing the processing costs and delay costs. Thus, the objective function can be expressed as the goal and is presented as follows:
(1)
Step
where d i refers to the completion time of task i; Task_DT i refers to the delivery deadline; Task_Ext i refers to the unit time delay cost; Step_C k ij and Step_Qua k ij represent the implementation costs and quality of Step ij executed on device k, respectively; and X k ij refers to the variables 0 and 1. When the value is 1, then
Step ij was executed on device k.
During the execution of the schedule, the following constraints are observed: 1) Each device can only process one workpiece at a time, with the next process only beginning after completion of the previous process; 2) Each workpiece can only be processed on one device at a time; 3) Each workpiece can only start the next process after completing the processing process in accordance with the definition of the precursor relationship; 4) For all work processes, once processing starts, the process cannot be interrupted or preempted.
III. DESIGN OF A TWO-LAYER DECISION PARADIGM BASED ON A DYNAMIC DECISION CENTER
Although certain shortcomings are observed in information processing capacity and scheduling dynamics, the traditional centralized scheduling model can obtain all information for the system from a global perspective to create static optimal scheduling. The distributed scheduling model based on MASs, which makes a decision and implements a task via negotiations with the partial agent, ensures that the system is dynamic. Meeting the partial performance of the system while also ensuring the global optimization effect in a system becomes difficult. Therefore, this paper designs an agent organization that includes both the centralized advantage and the distributed concept to ensure the optimization effect of system operations. As shown in Fig. 1 , the model is divided into two layers: the control layer and the decision layer. The control layer is responsible for collecting and counting information about the current system and tasks and calculating the corresponding indicators to provide the basis for the decision layer at each decision. The decision layer represents the intelligent devices, each of which has an information decision center. Thus, any two intelligent devices can achieve mutual communication. When a new task occurs, the task information is initially input into the task receiving device, and its information decision center is activated. The center sends the information to the related device to form a temporary decision center. According to the current index of the control layer and the relevant parameters of each device, the decision center allocates the work. After the allocation is complete, the center closes. The information decision center of the intelligent device that receives the task is activated, carries out the task and performs the information release and decision work in a manner similar to that of the previous level until the task is completed. Thus, the implementation of scheduling decisions is transformed from the traditional centralized scheme into a distributed scheme. Each task is associated with a decisionmaking device, which completes the decision-making tasks spontaneously.
In this mode, the control layer is responsible for collecting the global state of the system as the basis for each agent decision. Therefore, this layer can guarantee the global optimization effect. Each agent completes the actual decision-making process and task execution using the partial autonomous negotiation mode, and the agent saves the original characteristics of the distributed system. To realize the two-layer decision-making mode, the running state index and the evaluation index are designed as follows.
A. EXPECTATION OF PROCESSING TIME t ij
Because of the different capabilities of the devices, the same process may have different processing times in various devices. Therefore, the specific implementation time cannot be determined before the complete distribution and implementation of each process. To conduct the pre-assessment, the expectation of the processing time must be obtained. Suppose that the processing time for the Step ij process on device k is Step_Time k ij and a total of K devices are available to choose from, then,
B. DEGREE OF DEVICE BUSYNESS TL t
The degree of device busyness is defined for a certain process at moment t as the number of tasks that must be performed in the system and the number of systems that can be simultaneously operated. This factor is used to indicate the degree of busyness of devices with the same function at different times. The calculation method is as follows: suppose that the earliest start time of each process is ES ij , the latest end time is LF ij , and the maximum number of processes at the same time is Cap, then,
C. DEGREE OF TASK LOOSENING LD i
The degree of task loosening refers to the ratio of the time required to complete a task to the length of the current delivery time. This factor is used to indicate the degree of time-requirement loosening during the execution of a task. Suppose that the delivery time of task i is Task_DT i and the current time is Time now , then
The degree of device busyness TL t and the degree of task loosening LD i can be interpreted as follows: Tasks are assigned to a specific device execution process, and optimal scheduling must ensure the optimization of indicators in the distribution process. In the case of infinite resources, a limited number of tasks and a delivery time, optimal scheduling must assign each process to the best performing device. To ensure the global optimization effect when device resources are limited and the capacity range of various devices are different, certain processes will not be able to select certain devices. Therefore, this paper introduces the concept of the degree of device busyness. In an optimal scheduling scheme, when the device resources are limited and a task does not have a delivery time limit, each device selects the best result of the implementation process until all tasks are completed. To ensure the global optimization effect when the tasks have different delivery times, the devices must have a relative priority in the delivery time process. Therefore, this paper introduces the concept of the degree of task loosening.
D. PROCESSING QUALITY Machine_Qua k ij
Processing quality evaluates the processing accuracy, product qualification rate and other service qualities associated with task completion, and it is characterized by the process capability index in this paper. Suppose that a device allows for the upper and lower limits of T U and T L . Therefore, according to the device history statistics and the standard deviation σ ,
To find the processing costs, the operating characteristics and historical data statistics of each device are determined, and the average cost consumption per unit time of device k c k is then obtained. Therefore, the processing costs are determined using formula (10) , where Machine_Time k ij is the processing time. (11) To achieve the above content, the system must have agents with different roles and functions to support the operation of the system. The division and cooperation of agents are shown in Fig. 2 and the specific divisions are shown in Table 2 . 
IV. DECISION-MAKING PROCESS OF A MULTISTAGE CONTRACT NETWORK BASED ON A DYNAMIC CYCLE
To ensure that the agents in the system follow the above structure and functions, the following actions must be completed: 1) In CPPSs, a large number of parallel tasks are occurring at each moment. Each agent must determine when to form a local decision center; therefore, a decisionmaking driving mechanism must be designed;
2) When multiple agents form a temporary decision center, a specific negotiation mechanism and process must be designed; 3) The rescheduling mechanism must be designed to manage sudden conflicts in the system to ensure the robustness of the system.
A. DESIGN OF A HYBRID DRIVING MECHANISM BASED ON A DYNAMIC DECISION CYCLE
For each agent forming a decision center and scheduling a task, there are three general scheduling driving mechanisms: the periodic driving strategy, the event driven strategy and the hybrid driving strategy. The hybrid driving strategy, which combines the periodic driving strategy with the event driven strategy, performs the decision process within a certain cycle.
When an event occurs, this strategy will also simultaneously trigger the decision. This approach encompasses the merits of the other two mechanisms and is an ideal driving mechanism. Therefore, in this study, a hybrid driving strategy is designed and is described as follows.
For each process, we set the starting time to T1 and the ending time to T2. The occurrence times are t1 and t2. When T1 ≤ t1 < t2 ≤ T2, the decision time extends from t1 to t2. During this time, the execution of the next operation of the task must be determined.
For all processes of the same type in the system, when a process arrives at the beginning of decision time t1, a decision cycle is started, and time Ts is recorded. The end of the cycle, Te = t2, is also recorded. During each period, when one of these processes reaches the start time of the decision, it will be entered in the pending queue of the period. The end of the decision is t2', and if t2' < Te, then Te will be updated to t2'. This process will continue until the time node Te, which is the end of the cycle; at this point, decisions are made for the tasks collected during the cycle. The flow chart of the process is shown in Fig. 3 . An example of the formation of a dynamic cycle is shown in Fig. 4 .
In this process, each decision cycle is triggered by the event, and the length of the cycle is based on the nature of the event. However, this process has a high degree of flexibility, which avoids the difficulty of confirming the decisionmaking cycle and allows the demands for full coverage and timely response to be met without excessive triggering of the decision-making cycle and wasting of resources.
B. DESIGN OF A MULTISTAGE CONTRACT NET PROTOCOL DECISION PROCESS
When an entire decision cycle is formed, a group of processes of the same type and the corresponding executable group of devices will occur, and there is a many-to-many mapping relationship between them. Then, the related devices will build a temporary negotiation organization to assign a task for each process. The decision process is designed as follows.
Step 1: The agent of each process obtains the list of executable devices and sends a tender offer to each device. Step 2: Each device calculates its willingness to perform every process after receiving the tender offer according to formula (13) . A larger value corresponds to a stronger willingness to accept. All tender processes are placed in descending order, thereby forming the sequence A p = J 1 p , J 2 p , . . . , J n p , and the returning relative parameters are used to calculate the scale value.
Step 3: The agent of each process calculates the scale value with the returned parameters according to formula (12) and finally sends the signing intention to the device with an optimal scale value.
Step 4: Each device chooses the process that has the highest order in A p and signs an agreement with it. Then, the process is added to the list to be processed.
Step 5: Whether every assignment has reached an agreement is verified. If an assignment does not have an agreement, then the process should return to step 2; otherwise, it continues to step 6.
Step 6: This decision cycle ends. In this process, the relative parameter collection for process j is denoted K . The formula for the sale value BV K pj of device p, which has the previous process i in its list to be processed, is as follows: The formula for the willingness to accept value BI K pj for device p and process j is as follows:
Different parameters should be normalized to ensure that their dimensions are consistent, as indicated by formula 14. Positive indices that are larger but better are normalized with formula (14a), and the inverse indices that are smaller but better are normalized with formula (14b). The values of the parameters β 1 to β 4 are related to the level of device busyness and assignment ease. The general principles are that parameters β 1 , β 2 are smaller and β 3 , β 4 are larger when the assignment is easier and that parameters β 1 , β 2 are larger and β 3 , β 4 are smaller when the load rate of the device is higher.
C. DESIGN OF THE RESCHEDULING MECHANISM Every process will perform its task according to the negotiation results if a disturbance does not occur in the system. However, the original scheduling scheme may become infeasible because of inevitable uncertain factors. When a task is affected by a disturbance, it should be rescheduled. Therefore, a rescheduling mechanism is needed. Certain types of disturbances and their disposal measures are summarized in Table 3 . The disposal measures of the disturbances mentioned above are characterized as the following two types: 1) Redistribute the upcoming processes to different devices for execution. 2) Delete one or more assignments of the original assignment sequence and readjust the process. The rescheduling agent issues information regarding the relative processes and assigns them during the process of reassignment. The process of negotiation is not changed. Every device should choose an appropriate optimized objective and call the rescheduling algorithm after receiving a tender offer, which will transform into single machine scheduling. If the device accepts the assignment, then it will VOLUME 6, 2018 return the relative parameter to the agent of the rescheduling mechanism as a decision basis. This paper chooses the following indices as the optimized objective.
1) AVERAGE TIME MODIFICATION
Preparatory work, e.g., for devices, material and workers, should be performed before the process executes. Changes in the execution time have a negative impact on the system; therefore, such changes must be reduced as much as possible. This index can be shown as follows:
The parameter t j represents the change in the value of process j in the rescheduling mechanism.
2) WEIGHTED WAITING TIME
The waiting time of each process, which is expressed as tw i , can be obtained after the new list is completed. The weighted waiting time is expressed as follows:
The value of the weight, which is expressed as θ j , is related to the delay cost of the assignment and the level of slackness. This value will be larger if the delay cost of the assignment is higher and the level of slackness is lower.
Then, the objective function is obtained:
The scheduling problem belongs to 1|| ω j T j , which is a strongly NP-hard problem [14] . In actual operations, the number of processes that must be dispatched is different in different situations that trigger rescheduling. When the number of processes is large, an accurate solution cannot be obtained. To solve the scheduling problem, this paper uses a genetic algorithm, the design of which is described below. In the case of n processes, n non-repetitive integers form a chromosome, such as (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) , and the schedule is processed in this order.
In the initial population operation, an initial chromosome can be obtained by randomly generating an integer sequence; however, this method of simply initializing the population will decrease the efficiency of the algorithm. In this paper, based on the randomly generated population and combined with the problem of rescheduling, we increase the efficiency with a new population initialization method. Previous analysis showed that new processes, such as increasing and deleting processes on a device, can be directly inserted into the original sequence or the original program of the chromosome. For example, if the original sequence is (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and process 6 is added, then (6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), (1, 6, 2, 3, 4, 5), etc. can be generated. For the deletion process, we define two modes of operation: the original sequence ahead of time and part of the task ahead of time. The original sequence is advanced, meaning that the task is brought forward in time to fill the time vacancy to retain the original order. When part of the task is advanced in time, then part of the task is advanced to idle time. For example, if the original sequence is (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and process 2 is deleted, then the chromosome (1, 3, 4, 5) can be generated. Moreover, subsequent steps can be advanced to a different position, such as (1, 5, 3, 4) .
Therefore, the population initialization process includes setting the population size to pop_size. For the new operation, the insertion operation is performed at all positions to generate the chromosome; for the deletion process, the original sequence is performed before part of the advance operation to generate chromosomes. After the above operation is completed, the chromosome is randomly generated, and the population is filled.
The intersecting operation uses a single point of crossover, then eliminates duplicates after the intersection and generates the missing station number at the corresponding position. The mutation operation is followed by two genes. The traditional roulette method can be used to finish the select operation. The specific mode of operation will not be repeated here. To verify the effectiveness of the algorithm and improve the process, several groups of experiments can be performed.
Each experiment randomly generates n original processes. The equipment occupies a random value from [1, 10] . Task relaxation occupies a random value from [0,1], and a process that must be executed by the equipment is then generated. The occupancy time and the relaxation are randomly generated VOLUME 6, 2018 according to the same rules. In the experiment, we take different values for n and different proportions of the two target weights in equation (17) and then solve according to the genetic algorithm designed in this paper. Additionally, for each group of data without an improved algorithm, algebraic calculations are used to reach the optimal value, and each group of data is then compared.
The values of n are 10 and 30, and the ratio is σ 1:σ 2; 3 groups of experiments were conducted at each scale. V represents the results of the optimization, and gen represents the algebraic calculation that achieves the optimal result. The results are summarized in Table 4 . In the results, the number preceding ''/'' indicates the results of the original algorithm, and the following number indicates the improved result.
Additionally, for each combination of parameters, a diagram of the algorithm evolution process was produced. In Fig. 5 , the thin lines show the unmodified algorithm, whereas the thicker solid lines indicate the improved algorithm. The value of n and the ratio of σ 1:σ 2 are marked in the graphs.
The above results show that when the problem is small (n = 10), all the results of the two algorithms are equivalent, and this is the case only when the optimal value is reached. These results show that the optimization result is good and that the improved algorithm can reach the optimal value earlier, which shows that the convergence speed is faster and that the algorithm can improve the efficiency of the manufacturing system. When the size of the problem increases (n = 30), the improved algorithm can still maintain a better convergence rate, and its optimization results have a small advantage, indicating that the design of the rescheduling algorithm can effectively solve the problem and achieve a better optimization effect.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section takes the actual scheduling situation of a workshop as an example to verify the effectiveness of the proposed strategy. The workshop has a total of seven devices that must address three processes. Based on the historical data statistics, the equipment information is shown in Table 5 .
In the first example, each task has one process. To show the effect of the program, the negotiation processes are simulated repeatedly, and the operating results are counted. The information about each task is shown in Table 6 . Considering the required processing time of the process, the number of tasks and the number of devices, the purpose of setting each of the three different delivery times is as follows: U(10,15) means that many tasks are more likely to be delayed, U (15, 20) means that most tasks do not have a delay risk, and NULL means that each task does not need to consider the time limit but does need to ensure the completion of the performance. The comparison test is a traditional contract net rule; thus, when each process must be executed, the optimal equipment is selected according to the processing time, the waiting time, the cost and quality of each piece of equipment regardless of the process, the equipment load and the busyness degree. Ten tests were conducted per group, and the results are shown in Table 7 .
As seen from the statistical results, in the first two groups of experiments, the solution designed in this paper has obvious advantages in avoiding the delay and greatly reducing the number of postponed tasks when there is a delivery line,. In the traditional scheme, each process chooses the best performing equipment for contract execution, but this local optimization process ignores the relationship between tasks and equipment, resulting in more tasks that cannot be delivered on time. In the scheme designed in this paper, when the time is short, the completion time of all tasks is ensured by making some concessions in terms of quality and cost, which reflects the idea of global optimization. In the third experiment, when the time limit was removed, the scheme designed in this paper achieved better results. This result proves that the negotiation scheme designed in this paper not only implements the distributed scheduling process but also guarantees the global optimization effect.
On the basis of a single-process task experiment, a multiprocess task experiment is done: eight tasks must sequentially reach the workshop, and the process of each task is performed in accordance with the serial order. The input parameters of each task are shown in Table 8 . In the verification process, the input data of each task (shown in Table 9 ) are randomly generated according to the distribution function shown in Table 8 , and then all tasks are calculated and counted according to the scheduling rules until the relevant parameters are completed. When the process category entries correspond to the respective processes of the task, which are separated by ''/'', the processing time of each of the quality items in each row represents the parameters of a process on different devices. The traditional contract net rule is that the comparative experiment is the same as the first experiment. The scheduling process and the results of the two schemes are shown in Table 10 . The data before ''/'' in the items represent the traditional scheme, and the data after ''/'' represent the scheme from this paper. In addition, to reflect the comprehensive utilization of each device, statistics on the variance and range of its usage rate are shown in Table 11 .
When the two solutions have completed all the tasks, the quality difference is small, although the cost of the program designed in this article is higher. However, the original solution in each allocation considers only the current indicators and does not consider the overall progress; thus, by considering the postponement problem, tasks 4 and 5 are extended, and the delay cost is 322.4. In addition, the scheme designed in this paper is more balanced in terms of the utilization rate of each device, and the variance and range of the usage rate are smaller, indicating the capability of each device to be fully mobilized to accomplish various tasks from a global perspective. Therefore, a comprehensive evaluation indicates that the solution designed here presents an advantage.
The previous analysis shows that the double-layer decision-making model adopted in this paper ensures the local optimization of each parameter at each decision. The upper-level operation index can effectively coordinate the relationship between local optimization and global optimization in a distributed system so that the whole system is in the optimized state of operation.
Based on previous examples, we can further verify the validity of the rescheduling strategy adopted in this paper. The method is as follows: in the original scheduling process, the time point and the disturbance are randomly selected, and the rescheduling algorithm is called; then, the contrasting scheme assigns the task that must be reallocated directly as a new task without modifying the previous plan. A total of 2 trials were conducted, and the results are shown in Table 12 .
The findings indicate that the scheme designed in this paper will adjust the task appropriately after considering the relaxation degree of each task, thereby reducing the task extension and improving the overall effect.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Presently, the manufacturing industry is facing a revolution represented by ''Industry 4.0'', and CPS-enabled CPPSs have emerged, signifying a new generation of manufacturing models. The autonomous, intelligent, heterogeneous, and distribution characteristics of CPPSs mean that applying traditional scheduling policies directly to these new systems will be difficult. Accordingly, distributed optimal scheduling for a CPPS based on the MAS theory is studied in this paper. First, we determine the objectives and constraints of the system operations. To ensure the overall operation effect of the system without losing the distributed system structure, a double-layer decision-making model based on a dynamic decision center and a dynamic decision cycle is designed, and global system indicators, such as the equipment load rate and task latency, are proposed to guide the distributed operation of each agent. Then, a dynamic decision-making cycle is designed in which the agents start the decision at the right time and the multistage negotiation process is negotiated to ensure the negotiation effect. The implementation mechanism of rescheduling is designed using a genetic algorithm to ensure that the system can effectively manage accidents and to improve its robustness. Finally, the results demonstrate that the proposed strategy satisfies the basic operation scheduling mode of CPPSs, guarantees the global optimization effect and can provide a useful theoretical reference value for CPPS operations.
Future work will focus on improving the engineering of CPPSs by implementing the proposed dynamic scheduling/ rescheduling policies and evaluating their performance compared with that of other policies. Additionally, more complex workshop layouts with more machines and more complex routes will be used to evaluate the performance of the presented rescheduling policies and optimization algorithms. Additionally, we are planning to investigate machine learning-based dynamic scheduling/rescheduling policies for CPPSs with an enhanced agent. 
